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SAMPLE CASE STUDY

App Redesign



Battered by a series of scandals, Wells Fargo has 
attempted to resuscitate its image with a new  

ad campaign and a slightly revamped visual identity.  
But the company’s rate of growth has yet to be regained, 
evidence that current efforts don’t demonstrate a large 
enough shift within the organization to earn back trust.

PROBLEM
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PURPOSE FOR A REDESIGN

A UX/UI redesign of Wells Fargo’s app can help 
re-establish its partnership with its customers by 
demonstrating an internal commitment to change 
and consistency with its new messaging. This will 
help foster a positive emotional connection with 

current and prospective customers.
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USER RESEARCH



There exists difficulty in discovering offers, 
features, and commonly used items on app 

Inconsistency with naming conventions (i.e. 
"card lock/unlock” is under “Control Tower”) 

Not easy to find and copy/paste  
routing numbers 

Customer service insufficient with  
long waits, and inability to resolve issues  

and answer questions 

History of payee in Zelle  
not immediately apparent 

Touch ID on app has lag issues  

Visually appealing with vibrant colors and 
updated iconic stage coach graphics  

App is easy to use 

Likes that can use app to deposit checks, 
send money through Zelle, view all 

statements or documents, etc

KEY FINDINGS
Pulled from product reviews from actual users.

Ease of use and transparency of information are priorities.
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SOLUTION

By redesigning Well’s Fargo’s app, prioritizing 
ease of use and transparency of information, 
Wells Fargo can begin to earn back the trust 
of its customers. This will be evident by an 

increase in primary checking accounts.
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DESIGN INVENTORY 
ACROSS ALL DIGITAL ENTITIES



CURRENT APP DESIGN
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Current design reveals inconsistent and disjointed design elements, clutter, and outdated look and feel



CURRENT APP DESIGN
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Current design reveals inconsistent and disjointed design elements, clutter, and outdated look and feel



BUTTONS, ICONS, LOGOS
Inconsistency across all digital entities in terms of sizing, style of, and color usage of buttons and icons.
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FORMS, CAROUSELS, TABS
Current design further reveals disjointed UI components and inconsistencies across platforms.
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INFORMATION CARDS
Information cards show inconsistent use of fonts, colors, and treatments.
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BRAND ELEMENTS
Current photography is generic and random. Colors and fonts appear outdated and seem to add clutter.
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• Refresh UX to increase readability and discoverability of features 
- Reorganize navigation and pull more commonly used items out onto home page 
- Clean up visual design, removing redundancy or unnecessary elements 
- Create more consistency among and modernize UI patterns such as icons (thickness, style, color), buttons,  

info cards, forms, tabs, carousels, fonts (types, styles, colors, and sizes), as well as naming conventions 
- Update page layout and typography for readability and scalability of pages 
- Create new content on app to keep external links to a minimum so users are kept within the app experience 
- Add “back” and/or “cancel” buttons throughout experience to improve ease of use 
- Add features to directly address security concerns and provide more transparency on the bank’s activities,  

i.e. interactive security center, chat feature, ability to contact bank via the app, invitations for users to offer 
feedback, informative communication during app disruptions/errors and when tasks are completed. 

• Make the brand more relevant and relatable 
- Update brand look and feel while preserving tradition and legacy of Wells Fargo brand 
- Show unique offerings/features upfront on home page 
- Update brand voice and language throughout site to humanize and reinforce the rebrand 
- Select photography that’s intentional and that serves a purpose. Minimize its use to focus on content. 
- Include “summary/snapshot” features with budgeting tools to demonstrate a commitment to the  

financial health of its customers 

• Future-proof the design 
- Create a scalable, ownable and modern design system for use across all Wells Fargo products 
- Use minimal animations, fewer fonts, and optimized graphics and images for quick loads

IDEAS AND OBSERVATIONS
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PERSONAS



Motivations 
- Needs more free time for friends and family 

- Has high expectations for technology to function properly 

- He enjoys technology that surprises him 

Pain points 
- Trouble finding information quickly especially since a lot 

of time passes between visits to the app 

- Features like Touch ID doesn’t always work 

- Can’t see past Zelle activity easily

What he’d say 

“I love tech that works even better than 
advertised. Need a computer put together?  
I’m your guy. When I’m not working on computers, 
I’m probably gaming or at a bbq with my buddies.”
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Technological acuity

Computer use

Online shopping

Mobile apps

Texting

Social media

Internet

What he's like 
Jonah is a busy professional with an active personal life. He’s problem-solver at heart and is always helping out his 
friends when it comes to anything related to technology, like fixing computers or helping them find the best tech for 
their needs and even helping them set it up. He’s a future-minded individual who's always in the know about the 
latest technologies and how they can make his life easier. He plans on starting a family in the future and looks for 
banking he can trust. Jonah is uneasy with recent activities at his bank, Wells Fargo, but if they go above and 
beyond, he may resist the urge to consider other banks.

JONAH EVANS

The Active  
Techy 

Male / Age 33 / Single  
Electrical Engineer at IBM



Motivations 
- Ease of use is key; otherwise she gives up on it 

- Needs one place to handle all her needs   

- Security is a priority for her business finances 

Pain points 
- She likes the convenience of the app, but she prefers 

speaking to an actual human 

- Frequent travel makes using her laptop inconvenient

What she’d say 

“I’m no techy, but I’d love to be able to see my 
grandkids who live out of state or be able to take 
an extended vacation with my husband while also 
being able to run my business with ease.”
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Technological acuity

Computer use

Online shopping

Mobile apps

Texting

Social media

Internet

What she’s like 
Mary has her own physical therapy practice that she’s been running for the past 30 years. She leads an active lifestyle 
doing yoga or jogging with friends. A grandmother to 5 grandkids who live a few states away, she loves to travel to 
see them. She’s able to set her own hours, allowing her to see them frequently. But she has a lot of banking needs for 
her business, so she currently lugs around her laptop when she travels. A creature of habit, she tends to stick to what 
she knows in terms of banking or even buying shampoo. She often prefers shopping physically at stores rather than 
online. She's been a loyal customer of Wells Fargo for the past 20 years, but recent fraudulent activity by the bank 
has begun to concern her. Her kids think she should change banks, but she remains loyal. But perhaps not for long. 

MARY AIMES

The Traveling 
Biz Owner 

Female / Age 58 / Married 
Owner of Physical  
Therapy Practice



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
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Competitor Wells Fargo Chase Bank Bank of America Citibank Capital One TD Bank US Bank

Overal Usability

Generally works well and easy to use. 
Visually appealing. Can’t discover  
offers/info/routing numbers easily,  

No Zelle history. No running balance. 
Inconsistent naming conventions (i.e. 

“Control Tower” vs “Card lock/unlock”). 
Crashes/lags with no explanation.  

Some good accessibility for the blind.

Generally works well. Options and offers 
easy to find and use., not cluttered.  

No running balance. Can’t view  
“all accounts” whether it’s personal or 

business. Difficult for older users to read 
gray text on white especially on iPad. 
Updates sometimes cause crashes.

Generally works well and overall  
visually appealing. Can’t view all 

transactions at once (only in chunks).

App improved but more complicated  
to use, requiring users to relearn  
basic actions. Updates make app 
unintuitive, buggy, clogged with  

many useless features. 

Generally works well. Easy to find 
interest rate on purchase, cash advances, 

and statements. Transfers don’t work 
well for some. No running balance.  
All accounts conveniently located 

together but long waits to perform 
activities (transfers). Inaccurate display 

of activities/info. Easy to switch between 
accounts to manage multiple  

peoples’ finances. 

Great when it works. Alerts and alarms 
are hypersensitive, causing delays in 

deposits clearing or freezes on  
Zelle accounts. Accounts aren’t all in  

one place. Won’t connect to third party 
financial apps (i.e. Mint). Inaccurate 

reflection of transactions. No censoring 
of private information during 
multitasking. Can’t tell if Zelle  

limit reached.

Works well overall. Updates force users 
to relearn basic tasks with new bugs and 
reduced speed. Painfully basic looking, 

clunky, buggy, and temperamental 
buttons and features (Zelle). Ad clutter 
that doesn’t remember that users have 

already viewed/used it. Inaccurate 
reflection of transactions. Constantly 

down for maintenance. Can’t copy/paste. 
Hypersensitive security.

Logging In / 
Onboarding

Touch ID doesn’t always work. Updates 
causes login to crash for some users.

Touch ID doesn’t always work.  
Some experience issues logging on. 
Automatically logs out too quickly.

Some users experience username  
and password issues. Logging out  

not intuitive.

Several users have issues logging  
in due to problems with Touch ID, 

passwords, activating new cards, facial 
recognition. Even long-standing 

customers have issues setting up app,

Users frequently experience crashes, 
password bugs, and confusion  

on whether updates are actually 
available. Updates lock some users  

out of their account.

Frequent crashes on login,  
password issues. Logs you out  

only after 5 minutes. “Remember me” 
button doesn’t always work.

Features
Check deposit camera fails at times. 

Users generally enjoy features  
for depositing checks, Zelle,  

viewing statements, etc.

Check deposit camera fails at times. 
Users enjoy visual snapshot/graph  
of finances to maintain budgets.  
Bill pay and organization of alerts  

not intuitive.

Check deposit camera fails at times.  
New bill pay is visually unappealing, 

clunky, requires too many steps,  
and is not editable. Erica feature  
not useful and hard to remove.  
Editing alerts not intuitive. Bank 

notifications aren’t minute to minute.

Check deposit issues with  
typed amounts matching picture.  
Closing account can be lengthy, 

confusing process. Some experience 
difficulty activating new cards if  

already have an account. 

Able to track expenses and easily make 
on-the-spot payments. Great Creditwise 

feature showing credit scores, full 
reports, amounts, and tips on how to 
raise score. Great for travel (easy ATM 
withdrawals and payments, no foreign 
transaction fees). Provides products to 

help people rebuild credit.

Check deposit camera crashes.  
No Face ID. Can contact bank directly 
from app. Lots of fees. New bill pay not 

intuitive and visually confusing. Not 
accepting update forfeits bill pay. Easier 
to pay bills on website. Alerts limited to 

text rather than push notifications.   

Check deposit camera prone to failure. 
New deposit feature takes you to clunky 
“web” page, deposit history not robust, 

max amount too limited. Touch ID 
doesn’t always work and locks you out 

after failed attempts. Clunky facial 
recognition. Bill pay has too many steps. 
Clunky pie chart view. No budget tools. 

Customer Service
Some experience long waits,  

inability to resolve issues or answer 
questions. Others enjoy personal 

attention, and convenience of 24/7 
number. Can’t contact bank via app.

Easier to go into a bank. Lower income 
customers and small business owners 

experience difficulty in terms of clearing 
checks, overdraft fees, and clearing 
payments at actual scheduled times.  
Not accommodating to older users as 

they removed drive-throughs and 
reduced number of tellers resulting  

in long waits at banks.

Great customer service, friendly, 
personable, supportive, and answers 

questions. Proactive in notifying 
resolving suspicious activity. 

TD representatives aren’t all aware of  
the app, making getting help difficult. 

Some users experience good customer 
service where questions are answered 

and missing funds are replaced. 
Convenient hours.

In-app feedback doesn’t work properly. 
No way to contact developers  

via the app.

Main Insight

Generally easy to use 
but offers and 

commonly used features 
and information  

aren’t easy to find.

App tends to be avoided 
due to Touch ID and 

password issues. 
Visually appealing and 
easy to use but could 

improve alerts & bill pay.

Recent updates 
unfavorable. Previous 
Bill Pay feature gave 

users a sense of control 
over their finances. Erica 
seems more flashy than 

functional.

Simply logging on is a 
primary issue for 

Citibank customers, 
making customers not 

even use the app. 

Generally perceived as a 
bank that helps people 

understand their 
spending and provides 
tools for their needs.

The app is far too 
archaic. It needs to be 
modernized for today's 

on-the-go consumer.

Overall, the app is not 
user friendly, resulting in 
the perception that the 
company is outdated.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
Information based on customer reviews of banks’ primary personal banking app
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Competitor Wells Fargo Chase Bank Bank of America Citibank Capital One TD Bank US Bank

Overal Usability

Loggin In / 
Onboarding

Features

Customer Service

Main Insight

Generally easy to use 
but offers and 

commonly used features 
and information  

aren’t easy to find.

App tends to be avoided 
due to Touch ID and 

password issues. 
Visually appealing and 
easy to use but could 

improve alerts & bill pay.

Recent updates 
unfavorable. Previous 
Bill Pay feature gave 

users a sense of control 
over their finances. Erica 
seems more flashy than 

functional.

Simply logging on is a 
primary issue for 

Citibank customers, 
making customers not 

even use the app. 

Generally perceived as a 
bank that helps people 

understand their 
spending and provides 
tools for their needs.

The app is far too 
archaic. It needs to be 
modernized for today's 

on-the-go consumer.

Overall, the app is not 
user friendly, resulting in 
the perception that the 
company is outdated.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
Information based on customer reviews of banks’ primary personal banking app



COMPETITOR INSIGHTS

Users enjoy the convenience of the app but quickly lose patience and 
confidence in the app when it doesn’t work as expected 

Banking apps are generally perceived as less trustworthy  
and less reliable; websites are more trusted 

The app is considered useless to users when simple things can’t be 
accomplished, especially logging in, Touch ID, and depositing checks 

Most common reason for wanting to switch banks is  
not being able to deposit checks 

Users prefer transparency of information when crashes or lags occur 

Updates tend to break the app, making users uneasy of them
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Overall perceptions of banks and customer loyalty  
are greatly affected by usability of the app



Copy/paste  
account numbers

Alerts
Mobile deposit

Expected

High Impact

Low Impact

Unexpected

Feedback area

View Zelle history

Accounts located 
in one place

In-app messaging 
to developers

Redeem rewards

Budgeting tools

At a glance view

Location directions

Cardless ATM 
withdrawal

Resources for people  
to rebuild credit

Minute to minute 
notifications

Face ID

Based on customer reviews, 
the highlighted features will 
be prioritized in the UI/UX 
redesign of the app because 
they achieve users’ primary 
goals of ease of use and 
transparency of information.

FEATURE PRIORITIZATION

Contact bank directly

Offers

View transactions/statements

Make transfers

Bill Pay

Touch ID

Location finder

Tutorials for using app 
with new updates 

Edit Zelle recipients

Lock card
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USER TASKS AND FEATURES

What users need  
to accomplish

Features that will 
support these goals

Find what I’m looking for quickly 

Get quick answers to questions  
regarding my account 

View past Zelle activity 

Copy/paste bank information easily and securely 

See what’s generally going on with my account

Collapsible content that hides details and presents 
more relevant information upfront 

“Contact bank” features that direct users immediately 
to the right department and relays to customer 

service representative information on why user is 
calling, based on the specific “contact” button pressed 

Features to view recent and past  
payment Zelle activity on account & Zelle pages 

In-app features to “copy/paste/view bank routing 
numbers” on home, navigation, and account pages 

Snapshot/summary features that act as a visual guides 
to users’ income and spending habits
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USER FLOWS



See AllRetirement

Mortgage

Home Equity

Investment

Business

Credit Cards

Checking

Loans

Savings & CDs

Open App Have an 
Account?

Yes

No

Open an Account

Home Page

USER FLOW

Choose 
Account 

Type

Have an 
Online 
Login?

Yes

No

Register Online Account

Login

Choose 
Account

Navigation

Choose 
Task

View Account 
Information

Send Money 
(Zelle) Make a Transfer Make a Deposit

Report  
Lost Card

View FICO  
Credit Score View Deals

Snapshot

Open an  
Account Pay Bill

Copy Account 
Numbers

Turn Card  
On/Off

ActivitySend Money

Option to Enable 
Touch ID

Account 1

Log Off or 
Close App

Tasks available would be 
dependent on account type

Choose 
Task
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Pay Bill 
View transactions 
View Rewards and Benefits 
View Statements 
View Payment Activity 
Track spending 
Update Travel 
Add Authorized User 
Report Lost Card  
Lock Card

Deposit Money 
Send Money with Zelle® 
Pay Bill  
Cardless ATM Withdrawal 
Order Checks 
Transfer Money 
Change PIN 
View Transactions 
View Rewards and Benefits 
View Statements 
Track spending 
Dispute Transaction 
Add Authorized User 
Order Foreign Currency 
Freeze Account

Credit Card Account Tasks Checking Account Tasks

End

Redesign of General User Flow

Start

•Commonly-used features will be easily accessed on home/account pages 
•New content will be created within app to reduce number of external links 
•Snapshot feature on home page will help customers monitor their financial health easily



See AllRetirement

Mortgage

Home Equity

Investment

Business

Credit Cards

Checking

Loans

Savings & CDs

Open App Have an 
Account?

Yes

No

Open an Account

Home Page

USER FLOW

Choose 
Account 

Type

Have an 
Online 
Login?

Yes

No

Register Online Account

Login

Choose 
Account

Choose 
Task

View Account 
Information

Send Money 
(Zelle) Make a Transfer Make a Deposit

Report  
Lost Card

View FICO  
Credit Score View Deals

Snapshot

Open an  
Account Pay Bill

Copy Account 
Numbers

Turn Card  
On/Off

ActivitySend Money

Pay Bill 
View transactions 
View Rewards and Benefits 
View Statements 
View Payment Activity 
Track spending 
Update Travel 
Add Authorized User 
Report Lost Card  
Lock Card

Option to Enable 
Touch ID

Account 1

Log Off or 
Close App

Credit Card Account Tasks Checking Account Tasks
Choose 

Task
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Navigation

Deposit Money 
Send Money with Zelle® 
Pay Bill  
Cardless ATM Withdrawal 
Order Checks 
Transfer Money 
Change PIN 
View Transactions 
View Rewards and Benefits 
View Statements 
Track spending 
Dispute Transaction 
Add Authorized User 
Order Foreign Currency 
Freeze Account

Redesign of General User Flow

Tasks available would be 
dependent on account type

EndStart

•Commonly-used features will be easily accessed on home/account pages 
•New content will be created within app to reduce number of external links 
•Snapshot feature on home page will help customers monitor their financial health easily



Redesign of Navigation

USER FLOW

Account Menu

Account Management Help & Support DealsAccounts

Deposit Checks

Account Numbers

Send Money with Zelle®

Transfer Money

Pay Bills

More Features

Statements & Documents

Cardless ATM
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Manage Cards

My Rewards

Order Checks

Order Foreign Currency

Financial Planning View FICO Score Free

Calculate Debt

Investing

Explore Products

Find ATM/Branch

Give Us Feedback

Contact Us

Schedule Appointment

Security Center

FAQ

Navigation

Profile & SettingsAlerts & Messages

Contact Information

Sign In & Security

Account Settings

Username

Password

Touch ID®

2-Step Verification

Privacy Preferences

Profile Menu

Sign-In History

Remember This Device

Third-party Access

Account Preview

Paperless

Manage External Accounts

Manage Travel Plans

Language Preference

Nickname Accounts

Alerts

Push Notifications

Messages

Open Account

[MANAGE CARDS PAGE] 
Update Travel  
Change PIN 
Report Lost Card  
Update Travel 
Add Authorized User 
Lock Card 
Add Card to Digital Wallet 
Dispute Transaction

End

•Clearer organization and categorization for easier 
discoverability of features

Start

Log Off or 
Close App



DESIGN SYSTEM



COLOR
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FONT FAMILY: AVENIR NEXTTYPOGRAPHY



BUTTONS
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PHOTOGRAPHY



ICONS
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FORM & INPUT FIELDS

SHADOWS GRID SYSTEM
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CARDS & COMPONENTS
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WIREFRAMES 
MEDIUM FIDELITY 



Loading Screen Login Nav Accounts Nav Profile
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WIREFRAMES (MEDIUM FIDELITY)



Home
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WIREFRAMES (MEDIUM FIDELITY)



Credit Card Details Transactions Spending Summary
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WIREFRAMES (MEDIUM FIDELITY)



Checking Account Details Transactions Savings Summary
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WIREFRAMES (MEDIUM FIDELITY)



Savings Summary Total Earned Amount Spent in Category Category Transactions
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WIREFRAMES (MEDIUM FIDELITY)



Snapshot
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WIREFRAMES (MEDIUM FIDELITY)



PROTOTYPES



Coming Soon…



Thank you.


